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These links from my friend David and James...     

Iranian newspapers are urging Muslims around the world to prepare for a great     war  which
they expect will result in the destruction of Israel. Pointing     at Hizbullah's survival in Lebanon
despite the massive Israeli bombardments,     the newspapers state that the destruction of half
of Israel was achieved by     a 33 day war, and that through a &quot;second battle&quot;, the
rest of     Israel will fall. The papers urged Islamists from Jordan, Egypt and Syria to     rise up
against the &quot;Zionist regime&quot;.

     

Quote: &quot;The Resalat newspaper struck a similarly     bellicose tone with an editorial
entitled &quot;Preparations for the Great     War.&quot; &quot;The great war is ahead of us,
(and will break out) perhaps     tomorrow, or in another few days, or in a few months, or even in
a few     Years... Israel must collapse,&quot; the newspaper said. It added: &quot;For     the first
time in the 60 years of its disgraceful life, the Zionist regime -     the West's beloved in the
Middle East - tasted the taste of defeat, and the     citizens of this regime trembled at the
menace of Hizbullah's missiles…     The nation of Muslims must prepare for the great war, so as
to completely     wipe out the Zionist regime, and remove this cancerous growth. Like the Imam  
  (Ayatollah) Khameini said: 'Israel must collapse.'&quot;

     

These articles were published on the October 20th of last year, marking     &quot;al Quds
day&quot;, the day when Iranian Muslims call for the     liberation of Jerusalem. President
Ahmadinejad has of course previously     called for Israel to be &quot; wiped off the map &quot; 
   at an anti-Semitic conference called the World Without Zionism. Earlier in     the week,
Ahmadinejad proclaimed that the Iranian nuclear facilities would     be completed by 
March     2007
. A Russian politician claims that the date for an attack on the     Iranian nuclear facilities has
already been decided, that it will occur on 
March     28th
, 2007...

     

Quote: &quot;Zhirinovsky told the Russian radio station that,     &quot;The war is inevitable
because the Americans want this war. Any country     claiming a leading position in the world
will need to wage wars. Otherwise     it will simply not be able to retain its leading
position.&quot; &quot;The     date for the strike is already known - it is the election day in Israel  
  (March 28). It is also known how much that war will cost,&quot; said     Zhirinovsky.

     

Another interesting statement in this Prison Planet article is, that the     Managing Director's wife
of the famed Danish Newspaper that printed the     Mohammed cartoons is a member of the
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Bilderberg group. Prison Planet     speculates that the publication of the Mohammed cartoons
was a calculated     move to inflame Islamic opinion, and enable EU support for America in the   
 Middle East. If the riots were organized by the West (there is no doubt they     were organized
by Iran), then I think a more logical reason     would be to enable the take over of the world
religious bodies, through a     system such as the Alliance of Civilizations ...

     

Quote: &quot;The possible inorganic manufactured nature of the     riots [to the publication of
the Mohammed cartoons] has to be seriously     considered. The three most offensive cartoons
that caused the outrage were     not even printed in the Danish Jyllands-Posten newspaper but
were added in     and handed out by Danish imams who &quot;circulated the images to brethren
    in Muslim countries,&quot; according to the London Telegraph. It also     appears highly
suspicious that Muslims in Gaza City and other places had     gained access to a plentiful
supply of Danish flags to burn in front of the     waiting world media as soon as the controversy
broke out. It now comes to     light that Merete Eldrup, managing director of JP/Politikens Hus,
the     company that published the cartoons, is the wife of Anders Eldrup. Anders     Eldrup is a
Bilderberg member who has attended the last five Bilderberg     meetings. The Bilderberg Group
is a shadowy organization that meets once a     year to steer global policy. It is now widely
acknowledged that Bilderberg     set the date for the March 2003 invasion of Iraq.

     

I have no doubt whatsoever that the &quot;great war&quot; Iran is     boasting about is none
other than the war of Ezekiel 38-39. The fact that     newspapers are now urging Muslims to
prepare for this war shows us just how     close we are to the beginning of the tribulation period.

     

Source YNet     News , CNN ,     Prison     Planet      
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